Abstract

The purpose of this research and development (R&D) study is based on the belief that the committee and the members of Darachai Village Fund, Guangluang District, Bangkok involved had the adequate capability for develop their own for management committee if they were provided with the appropriate reinforcement. This study had three following objectives: 1) to study the current major problems and development needs, 2) to study work out the main guidelines and methods for development including Key Performance Indicators for success and result of development management, and transparency principles as conceptual framework which were legal principles, planning, organizing, staffing, directing, reporting and budgeting. And participation from all stakeholders at all stages of implementation.

The findings indicated that:

1. Darachai Village Fund was the fund which occurred according to government policy in order to create jobs, occupation and income, reduce costs and emergency relief to the people. And managed by the committee itself. Their problems were 1) the committees had no knowledge and understanding of the principle of management 2) no clear objectives on work, no clear action plan and no operation setting. 3) the conference of the committee was irregular, no follow up on the use of loans of the members 4) no public relations 5) inventory registrations were not up to date.

2. The approaches and the methods to develop management are 1) set operation plan for fund, set operation calendar of fund 2) set up the meeting to conclude lesson for committee substitute their job, job should be assigned to all committees, provide knowledge on management to the committees 3) set up date for committee meeting, improving regulation expense for the fund management, discussion report by which information has been used as a tool for further planning 4) make a bulletin board, bulletin committees fund office and publicize 5) provide knowledge on keeping account and record.

3. The results of village fund experienced from interactive learning through action were 1) there were 7 operation plans. 6 had been done, yearly annual operation calendar has been done 2) set up a meeting for committees to exchange their experience, set up a workshop 3) once meeting in three month, 3 had been done and made discussion reported 4) improve regulations expense for the fund management approved by all member and publicized, make a bulletin board and publicized at the fund office, reported implementation, committees fund photos with their positions 5) consideration kept accounts and records.
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